Goldfinger Project – drilling resumes

Stellar Resources is pleased to report that a drill rig has been secured to carry out the next round of diamond cored drilling on the Goldfinger zinc-lead-silver prospect, south of Broken Hill, NSW.

Three additional holes are planned for a total of approximately 1,200m. Two holes are planned on the most western existing drill section, where downhole electromagnetic surveys run in the most recently completed holes GFDD007 and GFDD008 indicated significant “off-hole” conductive positions. The third hole is planned near the eastern end of existing drilling, near hole GFDD002, which intersected a large zone of elevated lead – zinc geochemical anomalism.

Drilling is expected to commence within the next week and take approximately 6 weeks.

Stellar is earning a 60% equity in the Goldfinger project, and expects to meet the earn-in expenditure requirement by the completion of this program.
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